
Prolert©

THE USER FRIENDLY COMPETITOR
PROXIMITY WARNING SYSTEM

This year on the KALGOORLIE 400, the organisers are introducing a new
innovation to assist competitors in identifying the location of fellow
competitors during competition.

Each competitor is asked to fit one of the units to their vehicle and operate
as per the following: 

CONNECTION

> Connect to a 12volt power source with loom provided.
> DO NOT shorten loom as it will be used for later applications.
> All units are to be returned to the Secretary/Event Official post event (or
   upon your retirement), all interstate competitors are to return the looms.

MOUNTING

> Mount units securely within the view and reach of the Driver/Co-Driver.
> The units MUST be in a position that is NOT shielded by metal panels
   from the other units.

OPERATION

> Once connected to power, the LED’s will flash, then 10 seconds later,
   they will flash again to indicate the unit is now live, sending and receiving
   radio signals.
> When in the pits or close to other competitors on course, the LED’s will
   flash every 4 seconds or every 2 seconds if there are two or more units
   within range.
> Whilst travelling on course, the LED’s will NOT flash UNTIL another unit
   comes within range, then they will flash automatically every 4 seconds.
> If your unit begins to flash in a STROBING pattern, three, two, one, this
   means the competitor behind you wishes to pass and the strobing will
   continue for 30 seconds.
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> If you catch another competitor, you can indicate your intention to pass
   by pressing the RED button ONCE and the STROBING pattern will
   commence.
> To active a DISTRESS signal (in cage of accident or course blockage),
   press and HOLD the RED button for 3 seconds and all units within range
   will flash in a continuous pattern until out of range or the activating unit is
   turn off. 
> If you activate a DISTRESS signal, to deactivate, you must disconnect
   your unit from power, then reconnect for normal operation to recommence.

 FURTHER INFORMATION

 > The Prolert© system is totally automatic, once turned on, it will work
    detecting other competitors (within range), or indicate if another
    competitor wishes to pass (by the strobing signal) or a distress signal
    from another competitor without any action on your part.
 > However if you wish to pass, press the red button once and the passing
    signal will be activated, if you wish to activate the distress signal, press
    and hold the red button for 3 seconds, disconnect to deactivate.
 > One other feature is if you are parked or conveying with other
    competitors and the flashing is annoying you, press the red
    button twice and this will ‘Buddy’ the other units.
 > This feature will automatically cancel once any unit is out of range
    for 15 seconds or more, any units that come within range will not be
    affected and will need to be ‘Buddied’ to stop the flashing.
 > A loom will be supplied with each unit (if not already fitted), 
 > The core with the black trace indicates NEGATIVE ground.
 > All interstate competitors are asked to NOT shorten the loom (as it
    will be used on other events) and to return at the conclusion of the
    event.
 > The loom maybe fused, however it is not necessary as the units are
    circuit breaker and reverse polarity protected.
 > All units are to be returned to the organisers at the conclusion of the
    event as they are hired by the club at no cost to the competitors, however
    an total loss or destroyed unit will incur a cost of $150, recoverable from
    the competitor.

The Prolert© system NOT remove any responsibility to adhere to the 
requirements of the CAMS NCR’s or event Regulations.  
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